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YOUR FREEDOM IS OUR PHILOSOPHY
With indispensable passion, we have been realising unforgettable vacation moments at KNAUS since 
1960. With all of our experience and the courage to forge new paths, we combine the familiar with the 
new. In production, we rely on quality made in Lower Bavaria. In the development of new vehicles, we 
use the most modern construction and engineering technologies available. This combination of tried-
and-tested principles and innovative ideas makes us one of the most successful brands in the industry. 
And to the #Number 1 brand of our customers.
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The distinctive panoramic 
sunroof and three piece front 

windows offer great view and 

versatile ventilation
Durable High-Strength GRP 
roof layer for maximum 
resistance to hail

Pro.Tec Frame 
combines stability 

and protection
Comfort under the 
awning: TV connection 
and heater blower

Style-Statement: The KNAUS 

Cat-Eye hybrid rear lights with 

LED technology



STARCLASS 480 STARCLASS 560STARCLASS 550

STARCLASS 565 STARCLASS 690 STARCLASS 695

No matter if it’s just the two of you or if you‘re travelling as an entire 
family, with the STARCLASS models the right floorplan is always 
available. Guaranteed. Able to accommodate up to 4 persons and 

featuring clever designs, you will be able to make even more of your 
holiday. And thanks to the access door on the left-hand side, you will 
feel very much at home, regardless of where you are.

ESPECIALLY FOR YOU

Extra-large 
bathroom

Optional with 
bunk bed
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STARCLASS OVERVIEW

     

Layouts: 6

Total permissible weight: 1,500 - 2,000 kg

Perimeter of the awning: 920 - 1,058 cm

More information at  

www.knaus.com/starclass 
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STARCLASS 480 550 560 565 690 695
Total length (including drawbar) (cm) 670 730 748 748 808 808

Interior length (cm) 492 552 570 570 630 630

Total width / Interior width (cm) 232 / 216 232 / 216 232 / 216 232 / 216 250 / 234 250 / 234

Total height / Interior height (cm) 257 / 196 257 / 196 257 / 196 257 / 196 257 / 196 257 / 196

Awning A Frame measurement 4) 920 980 998 998 1,058 1,058

Mass of the unladen vehicle (kg) * 1,265 1,400 1,450 1,420 1,600 1,635

Mass in running order (kg) * 1,275 1,410 1,460 1,430 1,610 1,645

Maximum technically  
permissible laden mass (kg) * 1,500 (Standard) 1,600 (Standard) 

1,7001)

1,600 (Standard)
1,7001), 1,8002)

1,600 (Standard)
1,7001), 1,8002) 2,000 (Standard) 2,000 (Standard)

Maximum user payload (kg) * 225 (Standard) 190 (Standard)
290)

140 (Standard)
2401), 3402)

170 (Standard)
2701), 3702) 390 (Standard) 355 (Standard)

Tyre size 195 / 70 R15C 195 / 70 R15C 195 / 70 R15C 195 / 70 R15C 185 / 65 R 14 185 / 65 R 14

Rim size 6J x 15 6J x 15 6J x 15 6J x 15 5 1/2J x 14 5 1/2J x 14

Sleeping berths 2 3 (4) 4 4 4 4

Bed dimensions, front (cm) 198 x 187
(or 2x 192 x 71,5)

198 x 187
(or 2x 192 x 71,5) 198 x 145 198 x 145 198 x 145 215 x 145

Bed dimensions, centre (cm) – 185 x 76 203 x 136
197 x 76
191 x 76

184 x 138
203 x 75
191 x 75

Bed dimensions, rear (cm) – – – – – –

Hinged windows all around 3) 7 8 8 9 8 9

Skylights with insect protection 3 3 4 4 4 4

*)  Maximum user payload (kg) = Difference between mass 
of vehicle in running order and permitted total mass. 

1)  Option (weight increase: without technical changes)  
2) Option (weight increase: with chassis improvment)

3)  Interior: fly screen and black out blind
4)  Given as a guide only, always check as awning manufacturers differ.



ALL INCLUSIVE So that your holiday remains unforgettable from the very first 

moment until the final second, ou
r caravans have elements that 

increase both the driving as 
well as the living comfort.

STARCLASS TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS & FEATURES   6 | 7

STARCLASS STANDARD FEATURES

BODY 

 Smooth aluminium side panels

 ALKO-Chassis with ATC

 Alloy wheels - plus steel spare wheel and jack

 3 piece front windows

 Large front panoramic sunroof

 Heki II sunroof

  Heavy duty corner steadies

 Dedicated battery locker

 Under bed access locker

 Exterior 240v socket

  Exterior gas supply

 Pro.Tec-Frame body construction

 Grade III insulation

INTERIOR
  Spacious front lounge with optional front chest

  Rear bathroom with separate shower cubicle

  Door flyscreen

   TRUMA gas / electric combi boiler for hot water 

and central heating

  LED Lighting 

  Electric floor heating

  TV station including flat screen bracket

  Radio / CD player

  Bound edge carpets

KITCHEN

  Glass fronted oven / grill / pan cupboard

  4 burner hob (3 gas, 1 electric)

  Microwave oven

  Large sink and drainer

  Truma Ultraflow water supply

   Thetford Black enamel sink

   Soft close drawers

  Easy clean ‘splash back’

 Worktop extention

SECURITY

  CRiS registration system

   ALKO wheel lock standard

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

  Roof mounted air conditioning

  Rear panel mounted bike rack

  Motorhome style wind out awning

  Front chest in addition to wrap round

  Two upholstery options

  Leather upholstery option

  Increased load margin

 Satellite TV Dome

  Jonic Bedding

  ALDE Heating

  Bunk bed (only 550)

  EPL levelling

  Automatic Climate Control

   TRUMA iNET

  Tracking System





STARCLASS 695 2

1STARCLASS 695

STARCLASS 695

Particularly easy to 
operate thanks the 
pneumatic springs

1.  Optional front chest. The wide chest of drawers enables storage 
of many items, and thanks to the retractable drawers, these items 
can also easily be removed. The optional chest retains the original 
equipment cushions so you can choose whichever suits the occation.

2.  Spacious bed drawer. The beds can be easily folded up and offer 
plenty of additional storage space beneath them, for example for the 
foldable table that is also easy to assemble.

From the smallest to the largest floorplan, in 
the interior each STARCLASS model convinces with 
cleverly designed solutions. Integrated in a space-
saving manner and featuring excellent storage space, 
the high-quality furniture provides excellent living 
comfort. You won’t have to do without anything.

ROOM FOR YOUR 
VACATION FUN

Full-fledged wardrobe 
with coat hooks and 
full-length mirror

STARCLASS RESIDING & LIVING   8 | 9



STARCLASS 550

LOUNGE OVERVIEW

480 Seating Group

550  Dinette & Seating Group

560 Seating Group

565 Seating Group

690  Seating Group

695 Seating Group

Moveable LED spots for 
variable illumination
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STARCLASS 550

STARCLASS 550

The front chest 
has 

a flip-top func
tion.

1.  Variable storage space. As standard equipment, there is a 
storage box at seat bench height in the front. The bench includes a 
comfortable seat cushion. A large chest of drawers is also optionally 
available with an integrated, retractable table. The foldable dining 
room table can be quickly set up and can be stored in a space-saving 
manner in the bed drawer.

2.  Extendable sleeping area. For even more comfort, the seating 
group can be extended into a spacious relaxation area. For the 
variant with optional large chest of drawers, the bed conversion 
structure can be easily completed.

Space for storing everything that is fun. Since 
the lounge is so variable, almost anything is 
possible. Through the clever combination of a 
drawer chest and table, a cosy dining room table 
can be set up in just a few easy steps. And in no 
time at all, you will once again have room to relax, 
dream and cuddle.

STARCLASS RESIDING & LIVING   10 | 11



STARCLASS 550

KITCHEN OVERVIEW

480 Galley Kitchen

550 Compact Kitchen

560 Galley Kitchen

565 Compact Kitchen

690 Galley Kitchen

695 Galley Kitchen

The robust HPL working 
surface is easy to maintain 

and scratch-resistant

They keep thei
r promise: the 

doors can be 
opened wide and 

are particular
ly sturdy

High-quality interior: all furniture 

handles are made of metal



1STARCLASS 695

2STARCLASS 550

4STARCLASS 560 / 690 / 6953STARCLASS 550

Kitchen sink with  
built in draining board

1.  High-quality electronic 
appliances. From the 
microwave to the oven and 
the refrigerator: here, you will 
find everything you need.

2.  Practical hob. The hob 
features 3 gas and 1 electric 
burners.

3.  Workspace extension. 
With an easy one-handed 
operation, you will be 
provided with even more 
room for cutting, stirring and 
preparing your food.

4.  Spacious refrigerator. Up 
to 190 litres of volume and 
including a handy freezer 
compartment.

STARCLASS COOKING & ENJOYING   12 | 13
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STARCLASS 695 SINGLE BEDS

STARCLASS 550 CONVERTED GUEST BED

STARCLASS 550 BUNK BED

BED & BATH OVERVIEW

480   2  Bathroom variant 1

550   3-4   Bathroom variant 2

560   4   Bathroom variant 3

565   4   Bathroom variant 4

690   4   Bathroom variant 5

695   4   Bathroom variant 6

1.  Bunk bed. There is an optional bunk bed available 
in the STARCLASS 550. The bed also provides an 
additional safe place to sleep for your guests, thanks to 
the protective netting. If it is not in use, it can be easily 
folded and then functions like a wall unit shelf.

The comfortable beds 
invite you to enjoy a 

restful night ’s sleep

All materials are 

entirely fire-r
esistant



1 1

STARCLASS 550 VARIANT 2STARCLASS 695 VARIANT 6

STARCLASS 480 VARIANT 1 STARCLASS 690 VARIANT 5

1.  Enormous spatial offer. The compact 480 
construction offers the most spacious bathroom 
of all STARCLASS models. 

2.  Sliding door. In the 690 construction, the 
bathroom door can be opened and closed in an 
especially space-saving manner.

The bathroom shelves 

offer lots of s
torage 

space for all t
ypes of 

cosmetic items

Get the day off to a beautiful start. 
Thanks to its positioning in the rear 
of the vehicle, the bathroom itself 
provides a unique spatial feeling, 
even in the most compact of the 
STARCLASS floorplans.

STARCLASS REST & CARE   14 | 15



DESEO 400 TR

1 2 3

1.  Cooking for two. The 2-flame cooker is optimally 
suited for this, since it is aligned in such a ways that it 
optimally uses the space and offers sufficient space for 
the preparation of your favourite meals. 

2.  Revolutionary construction. Those of us who, like Julia 
and Felix, enjoy sleeping with a view as well as resting 
comfortably will love the lifting bed in the vehicle rear.

3.  Innovative shower curtain. An integrated air chamber 
turns the curtain into a shower cabin and thereby keep it 
from touching your body.

As well as the DESEO is constructed, 
Julia and Felix are able to load everything 
on board that will make their vacation 
perfect. And thanks to the huge tailgate, 
Julia und Felix can say “cheers” inside while 
still feeling as if they are sitting outside.

OPEN FOR 
NEW THINGS



*)  Maximum user payload (kg)  

= Difference between mass of vehicle in running order and permitted total mass. 

1)  Option (weight increase: without technical changes)  

2) Option (weight increase: with chassis improvment)

3)  Interior: fly screen and black out blind

4)  Given as a guide only, always check as awning manufacturers differ.

-- Not available by printing deadline

Body length: 402 cm

Interior width / hight: 216 / 196 cm

Total permissible weight:  1,500 kg

Lifting Bed: 200 x 140 cm

Guest Bed: 200 x 140 cm

Hinged windows 3): 2/2

Skylights with fly screen: 2/2

Tyre size: 185 / 65 R14

More information at www.knaus.com/deseo 
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DESEO AT A GLANCE   16 | 17

NEWDESEO 400 TR OVERVIEW
Unique night-ti

me signature 

for an impressive presen
tationThe automotive tailgate does n

ot just 

make the operation si
mple; it also connects

 

the living room with the great outdoo
rs

Revolutionary F
ibreFrame 

technology for
 maximum 

safety at minimal weightThe logo project
ion is a 

real eye-catche
r 



SPORT&FUN 480 QL

1 2 3

1.  High-quality kitchen. Scratch-resistant HPL 
countertop and CPL furniture fronts look as good as 
new, even after numerous cooking events. And thanks 
to the room-high 145-litre refrigerator you can store 
everything easily , and not have to bend down.

2.  Foldable bed. With the pneumatic springs, the folding 
up is child’s play. The loading process can begin.

3.  Huge garage at front. Fold the bed up or use the 
optional height-adjustment and then various sports 
and leisure-time equipment will have sufficient room 
for storage.

SPORT&FUN: Precisely the right caravan 
for enjoying a surfing vacation along the 
Spanish coast. Thanks to a huge front 
garage, all of the equipment can be 
taken along. 

BUILT TO 
DELIVER
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SPORT&FUN 480 QL OVERVIEW

*)  Maximum user payload (kg)  

= Difference between mass of vehicle in running order and permitted total mass. 

1)  Option (weight increase: without technical changes)  

2) Option (weight increase: with chassis improvment)

3)  Interior: fly screen and black out blind

4)  Given as a guide only, always check as awning manufacturers differ.

-- Not available by printing deadline

Interior length: 480 cm

Interior width / hight: 216 / 196 cm

Total permissible weight:  1,300 kg

Weight unladen vehicle: 1,060 kg

Weight in running order: 1,130 kg

Maximum user payload: 170 kg

Front Bed: 143 / 125 x 199 cm

Guest Bed: 121 / 99 x 192 cm

Hinged windows 3): 4

Skylights with fly screen: 1

Tyre size: 195 / 70 R14

Rim size: ca. 5 1/2 J x 14

More information at www.knaus.com/sportandfun 
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Perfect combination of 

materials and m
aximal stability 

thanks to Pro.
TEC frame

The high-stren
gth GRP roof 

is especially s
table

Use the sturdy and secure  
ladder to access the roof



TRAVELINO 400 QL

1 2 3

1.  Unique materials. Thanks to the carcase made of 
expandable polypropylene, an entire wall unit only 
weighs a few kilos but still stores your kitchen utensils 
without a problem.

2.  Revolutionary construction. Those of us who, like Julia 
and Felix, enjoy sleeping with a view as well as resting 
comfortably will love the lifting bed in the vehicle rear.

3.  Efficient use of space. Thanks to the spacious mirror 
cabinet, foldable washbasin and additional shelves.

Tight switchbacks, steep inclines and 
thin high-altitude air. Thanks to the 
revolutionary lightweight construction, 
not a problem for this trailer. A full-fledged 
four-person caravan with only 750 kg 
permissible total weight: That‘s the future.

IMPRESSIVE 
CHANGE
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TRAVELINO 400 QL OVERVIEW

*)  Maximum user payload (kg)  

= Difference between mass of vehicle in running order and permitted total mass. 

1)  Option (weight increase: without technical changes)  

2) Option (weight increase: with chassis improvment)

3)  Interior: fly screen and black out blind

4)  Given as a guide only, always check as awning manufacturers differ.

-- Not available by printing deadline

Body length: 402 cm

Interior width / hight: 216 / 196 cm

Total permissible weight:  1,500 kg

Maximum user payload: 100 kg

Lifting Bed: 200 x 140 cm

Guest Bed: 200 x 140 cm

Hinged windows 3): 2/2

Skylights with fly screen: 2/2

Tyre size: 185 / 65 R14

More information at www.knaus.com/travelino 
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High-strength G
RP room 

and frame parts with 

durable roof l
ayer for 

maximum resistance to
 hail

Revolutionary F
ibreFrame 

technology for
 maximum 

safety at minimal weight

Experience a n
ew dimension of 

driving dynam
ics and weight 

reduction thr
ough the ultr

alight 

chassis constr
uction



ENERGY

OBSIDIAN LAS VEGAS

STRUCTURE

Design the interior of your caravan in line with your taste with 
our varied upholstery and fabric options. Especially practical 

are out ACTIVE LINE upholsteries. They feature reliable stain 
protection whilst also being water and oil-repellent.

STYLISH UPHOLSTERY & MATERIALS

STARCLASS UPHOLSTERY OPTIONS

HIGH-TECH UPHOLSTERY MATERIALS

ACTIVE LINE upholstery is water and oil-repellent, and extremely easy to maintain. Liquids do not immediately 
penetrate, and the overwhelming majority of stains can be easily removed with a damp cloth. 

 Anti-bacterial

 Stain protector

 Breathable

 Easy to maintain

  Water and oil-

repellent
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PEARL CREAMFRESH MINT PETROL FUN ACTIVE ROCK*

OBSIDIAN TALOS ACTIVE ROYALE*ACTIVE ROCK*

DESEO UPHOLSTERY OPTIONS

SPORT&FUN UPHOLSTERY OPTIONS TRAVELINO UPHOLSTERY

Style of upholstery depends on series.

 Series options  *ACTIVE LINE (at extra cost)



Your KNAUS dealer is looking forward to meeting you!

KNAUS TABBERT GMBH
Helmut-Knaus-Straße 1 . 94118 Jandelsbrunn . Germany

At the time of printing (09/2017) information regarding the scope of delivery, dimensions and weights 
as well as the appearance are based on our current state of knowledge. We reserve the right to make 
amendments to equipment, technical data, the scope of delivery and prices. After contracts have been 
concluded, technical amendments to the structure are reserved provided that they are made due to 
technical progress and are reasonable for the customer. Minor changes in condition and in colour are 
also – even after conclusion of contracts – reserved provided that these could not be avoided due to 
the nature of the material, and that they are reasonable for the customer. Please note that some of the 

images contained in this catalogue may include alternative designs or optional extras and accessories 
that incur an extra cost. Colours may appear altered due to the printing process. Before purchasing a 
vehicle, please consult a suitable authorized dealer who can provide you with comprehensive information 
and advice about all the latest models. The decorations illustrated in the catalogue are not included in the 
scope of delivery. Please also consult the information contained in the current price list, particularly with 
regard to weights, vehicle load capacities and tolerances. May only be reproduced in whole or in part with 
the prior written permission of Knaus Tabbert GmbH. Errors and omissions excepted.

shop.knaus.com

Become a part of the KNAUS Community 
and join in the discussion:
facebook.com/KNAUSuk

More Informations under 

www.KNAUS.co.uk


